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of hIGh qualIty fIreplaces

A fireplace is the true heart of your home, 
providing a beautiful centrepiece with welcoming warmth.
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IntroduCtIon
Colin Parker Masonry Ltd 
has been at the forefront of the industry for over 
25 years having established a reputation for design, 
quality and service and is regarded as one of the 
Uk’s leading manufacturers and trade suppliers of 
fireplaces, granite kitchen worktops, memorials and 
other associated marble products.

Based in South lincolnshire, our 3½ acre site and 
50,000 sq ft factory and warehousing is ideally 
situated to serve the whole of the Uk, via a network 
of reputable retailers, major house builders, councils, 
hoteliers, and architects.

We import directly from counties such as italy, 
Portugal, Spain, Greece and Turkey, and as far away 
as africa in the Middle east, india and China in the Far 
east. Selecting only the finest quality materials, giving 
you a superb choice of over 100 different types and 
colours to choose from. 

Using the very latest computerised CnC machinery, 
combined with traditional hand finishing, we 
are proud to showcase this catalogue of Classic, 
Traditional, Contemporary and Unique fireplace 
designs. 

each fireplace is made specifically to your order. To 
ensure it fits your room perfectly we are able to offer 
all the designs in this catalogue with the flexibility of 
a made to measure service, so the limitations of our 
designs and your imagination are endless.

colin parker (masonry) ltd
58 bridge road, long sutton, spalding, lincolnshire pe12 9ef

tel: 01406 365 200
fax: 01406 365 400

email: sales@colinparkermasonry.com

www.colinparkermasonry.com



Impressions 
Collection

Belmore
a plain straight, a dynamic gothic arch or an elegant
curve are the header options on the Belmore

a straight Header
B Gothic Header
C Curved Header

shown in Beige Cave agglomerate marble with
Black Granite hearth and inset

appliance featured:- Burley flueless gas fire

a collection of sleek and stylish fireplace designs  
to reflect modern day living.

Whether you prefer clean, modern lines  
or a more traditional look, this collection will inspire you  

to create the perfect look for your family home.

A
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Cheltenham
a substantial design with a subtle sweeping arch over the fire to add a touch of delicacy.

picture 1: shown in natural Portuguese limestone - semi rejo

picture 2: shown in Braga agglomerate marble with a honed finish

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

this design is also available in 2 standard size options 48” and 54”
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Harrington
the strong lines and double gothic arch can be 
complemented by the option of adding sandblasted floral 
designs to the top corners of the fascia.

shown in natural Portuguese limestone - semi rejo
(Honed finish) with matching hearth and back hearth and
waterjet patterned ribbed Brown Quartz chamber

appliance featured:- Burley flueless gas stove

Juliette
the classical design of our striking Juliette fireplace is
enhanced by a sandblasted Celtic motif on the centre fascia 
(can be left plain if preferred). 

shown in natural Portuguese limestone - semi rejo
(Honed finish) with matching hearth and inset

appliance featured:- Burley flueless gas fire



langley
stepped uprights and header panel gives this simple design
a stylish look.

shown in nymphaea agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Burley electric fire

lewis
strong horizontals are the main feature of the lewis design.

shown in nymphaea agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire



olivia
Clean lines and perfectly proportioned the olivia is one of our most popular designs.

picture 1:  42” version shown in White Cliff agglomerate marble.

appliance featured:- electric fire.

picture 2:  48” version shown in all polished Black Granite with sandblasted floral design down 
the legs.

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire.
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melrose
a simple yet stylish design available with three different 
header options.

a straight Header
B Gothic Header
C Curved Header

shown in White Cliff agglomerate marble, with Black 
Granite hearth and inset

appliance featured:- Burley flueless gas fire

Option B – Gothic

Option C – Curved

Victorian regency
a classic design with straight line features.

shown in White Cliff agglomerate marble 

appliance featured:- dimplex electric fire

this design is also available in 2 standard size options  
48” or 54”

A



Poppy
Beautifully designed with an elegant arch and its choice of profile options -  will bring a heart warming 
appeal to your living room.

picture 1: ogee profile

shown in Beige Cave agglomerate marble

picture 2:  Waterfall profile

shown in nymphaea agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- electric fire
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Willow
arched simplicity and a choice of profile options are a refined feature.

picture 1: Chamfer profile
shown in White Cliff agglomerate marble with matching panel and hearth

picture 2: Half Bullnose profile
shown in White Cliff agglomerate marble with contrasting
Black Granite hearth and inset

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire
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AgglomerAte mArBle SwAtCheS

Botticino

Beige Cave

Beige marfil

saion

Fantasy

Breccia aurora

nymphaea

Black sea

almada

Fiorito italica

Perlato royal

White Cliff

Braga

Bianco madre Perla

Fiorito romano

Windsor
a stately design with sculpted architectural profiles and strong    
distinct gothic arch features.  

shown in natural Portuguese limestone - semi rejo      
(Honed finish) with matching hearth and inset      
 
appliance featured:- Valor electric fire      

this design is also available in 2 standard size options 48” and 
54”      

please note…
all materials vary in colour and pattern. each individual piece is unique and can contain fossils, blemishes, pyrites and 
other inconsistencies. These form part of the characteristics of natural and engineered materials and should not be 
treated as faults.

all images in this brochure have been produced in good faith, to be as accurate as possible. However due to the 
limitations of the printing process all images should be treated as representative only.



please note…
all materials vary in colour and pattern. each individual piece is unique and can contain fossils, blemishes, pyrites and 
other inconsistencies. These form part of the characteristics of natural and engineered materials and should not be 
treated as faults.

all images in this brochure have been produced in good faith, to be as accurate as possible. However due to the 
limitations of the printing process all images should should be treated as representative only.

mAteriAl SwAtCheS
Here are printed samples of the 5 materials used in the production of the impressions Collection Designs.

arch marble
a Classic design, with curved fascia and fluted leg detailing.

shown in Crema marfil natural marble

appliance featured:- Valor electirc fire

Prestige 
Collection

a collection of fireplaces that will add warmth  
and a focal feature to every style of living space.

Whether you want traditional, classic, contemporary or modern 
this collection has something to suit all tastes.



aston
strong architectural styling is the main characteristics of the aston design.

shown in saion agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electirc fire



aylesbury
a timeless design. large profiles on the shelf and mantel 
opening are the main features to this design.

shown in honed finish agean limestone, with genuine
honed finish absoluto Black Granite hearth and inset

appliance featured:- yeoman Cl7 multifuel inset stove

available in 2 standard size options 48” and 54”

avensis
eye catching curves on the legs and fascia are enhanced by 
the ambient lighting feature available on this design.

shown in saion agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electirc fire



option B straight  
(previously known as  the Baroness)

Charisma
impressive in design with its gentle curved fascia
and deep profiled interior, shelf and hearth.

shown in Braga agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

Baron
one of our most popular designs features a shaped fascia
with deep profiles on the legs and shelf, which gives
this design its dramatic character. this design demands an 
elegant setting.

header shape options are available on this design
option a Gothic  (previoulsy known as the Baron)
option B straight (previously known as  the Baroness)
option C  Keystone  (previously known as the Viscount)

shown in Beige Cave agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire
option C  Keystone   
(previously known as the Viscount)

option a



Clarendon
a substantial and striking design features fluted legs, corbel blocks and an unusual double stepped 
hearth.

shelf options are available on this design

picture 1: tiered layer block shelf
picture 2:  double shelf

shown in Crema marfil natural marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire
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Countess
a stylish design featuring a double gothic arch, splayed 
hearth to complement and an impressive triple shelf.

shown in Beige marfil agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

Cleo
a neat design featuring a curved header, splayed inset and
ambient lighting.

shown in nymphaea agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire



denver
an elegant design showing a double curved fascia and 
matching curved hearth.

shown in Fiorito italica agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

duchess
another very popular design, features a deep profiled 
curved fascia. shown with a stove and chamber but 
looks just as stunning with a standard panel and hearth 
to suit a gas or electric appliance.

shown in Braga agglomerate marble with Baltic Brown  
natural Granite hearth and back hearth and waterjet 
patterned ribbed Black Granite chamber.

appliance featured:- Gazco Huntingdon 30 natural gas 
stove.



earl
a classic design featuring a tudor style arch, with deep 
profiled mouldings.

shown in Braga agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

Johnson
a timeless classic from the Victorian Period, yet perfect for  
today’s modern living spaces. 

shown in natural agean limestone (honed finish) with Black 
Granite hearth

appliance featured:- stovax cast iron arched inset and 
modeco designs Bio-ethonal burner tray.



espero
a contemporary style design features large chamfered profiles and mitred corners to complement the 
clean straight lines, and ambient lighting.

shown in Braga agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire



large Corbel
a classic edwardian design features beautiful hand crafted
corbels and shells.

shown in honed Bianco Carrara Gioia natural marble with 
genuine italian Black slate hearth.

appliance featured:- stovax cast iron inset with patterned
tiles and modeco designs Bio-ethonal burner tray.

lincoln
a traditional edwardian style mantel piece with fluted leg 
blocks.

shown in polished Black Granite with matching hearth.

appliance featured:- stovax cast iron inset with patterned
tiles and modeco designs Bio-ethonal burner tray.



manta
minimalist, but incredibly stylish, features ambient lighting
to give that extra flair.

shown in Braga agglomerate marble with Black Granite
hearth and panel.

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

matiz
a sleek modern design features a splayed frame, adding 
extra depth to the design.

shown in almada agglomerate marble with Black Granite 
hearth and panel.

appliance featured:- Burley electric fire



memphis
subtle curves to the fascia make an eye-pleasing feature to 
this design.

shown in Bianco madre Perla agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

mira
a petite surround with sharp and clean lines. routed fascia 
panel and legs.

shown in Braga agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Burley electric fire.



mirage
a deep profiled arch, mantel and hearth are the main 
features to this beautiful fireplace, it will look perfect in 
almost any setting.

shown in saion agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

mystique
an unusual shaped mantel opening and deep profiling gives 
this surround its unique character.

shown in Fantasy agglomerate marble. also shows ambient 
lighting.

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire



newbury
the graceful arch and dupont profiling detail on the mantel opening and hearth provides an 
understated elegance and will appeal to those with an eye for quality.

shown in natural Portuguese limestone - semi rejo
(Honed finish) with matching tiled chamber

appliance featured:- stovax stockton 5 woodburning stove

also available in 2 standard size options 48” and 54”.



sutton
our award winning design offers style and sophistication, perfectly
proportioned the sutton will enhance both contemporary and
traditional interiors.

photo 1:  54” version shown in almada agglomeratae marble, with matching inner slips, Black 
Granite hearth and back hearth and waterjet patterned ribbed Grey Quartz chamber.

appliance featured:- yeoman Cl5 natural gas stove.

photo 2: 48” Version shown in almada agglomeratae marble, with contrasting
Black Granite inner slips and ambient lighting.

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

2
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serenity
a delightful and stylish design, with large dupont profiling to          
the mantel opening and featuring a splayed inset.

shown in almada agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

Verona
add a touch of glamour and style to your home with this 
truly sensational fireplace.

shown in Braga agglomerate marble

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire



Winchester
elegance, Grace and Grandeur, this striking mantel piece features dupont profiling to the shelf, 
hearth and external edges of the surround, whilst  emphasising an elegant gothic arch feature to the 
opening.

shown in natural Portuguese limestone - semi rejo
(Honed finish) with waterjet patterned ribbed Cream Quartz chamber.

appliance featured:- stovax View 8 woodburning stove.

also available in 2 standard size options 54” and 60”.



  

NAturAl mArBle SwAtCheS

please note…   

all materials vary in colour and pattern. each individual piece is unique and can contain fossils, blemishes, pyrites and 
other inconsistencies. These form part of the characteristics of natural and engineered materials and should not be 
treated as faults.

Bta estremoz nero marquina

Bianco Carrara Gioiaruivina Botticino semi Classico

moleanos st. Hubert’s Crème Giallo Crème Cinza Green slate Cream travertine  
(filled & polished)

Cream travertine  
(unfilled & brushed)

Verde GuatamalaWhite travertine  
(filled & polished)

White travertine  
(unfilled & brushed)

Crema marfil moca Crème agean limestone semi rejo Honed Black slate riven Black slate

all images in this brochure have been produced in good faith, to be as accurate as possible. However due to the 
limitations of the printing process all images should be treated as representative only.



imperial
a superbly crafted chimney piece of classical heritage,
re-invented for today’s traditional and modern interiors.
Features moulded frame mantel opening and oval frieze.

shown in Grigio Carnico  natural marble 
 
appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

Signature
Collection

a collection of Traditional english-style mantel pieces combined 
with the very finest natural italian marbles. natures finest 
combined with our uncompromising craftmanship brings 

sophistication that is entirely unique.

These natural marbles have been traditionally used in italy 
for thousands of years and can be seen in many architectural 

heritage buildings in famous cities, such as
rome, Venice and naples.



mAteriAl SwAtCheS
Here are printed samples of the 5 materials used in the production of the Signature Collection Designs.

majestic
a truly majestic 18th century period mantel piece, with
moulded frame mantel opening, plain frieze and corniced
shelf, an ideal choice for modern or period style rooms.

shown in Calacatta Vagli natural marble with impala Granite 
hearth and inset

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire

mayfair
Unique oval pilasters and profiles are the main features
to this sophisticated design, would stand proudly in 
any room setting.

shown in emperador Gold natural marble with
Giallo Creme natural marble hearth and inset

appliance featured:- Valor electric fire



PreStigiouS NAturAl mArBle SwAtCheS

Calacatta Vagli

napoleon Perlato asia Gold

Grigio Carnico emperador Gold

please note…   

all materials vary in colour and pattern. each individual piece is unique and can contain fossils, blemishes, pyrites and 
other inconsistencies. These form part of the characteristics of natural and engineered materials and should not be 
treated as faults.

all images in this brochure have been produced in good faith, to be as accurate as possible. However due to the 
limitations of the printing process all images should be treated as representative only.

royale
a magnificent mantel piece features oval pilasters and
frieze, an elegant and uncompromising design, ideal for
contemporary interiors.

shown in napoleon Perlato natural marble

appliance featured:- Gazco electric fire



Break the mould. With our vast selection of materials and 
skilled stonemasons we can create whichever fireplace style or 
design you require. So let your imagination go wild and create 

something totally unique.

Unique  
Designs

shown in titanium natural Granite (Wall) with Genuine  
absoluto Black Granite Hearth

appliance featured:- stovax riva studio 3 woodburning 
stove

making a statement.....
a wall of granite, behind the impressive stovax studio 3 
woodburning stove



inglenook
a modern day inglenook style design, features woodburning stove, vertical log store, raised hearth 
and bottom log store.

shown with Genuine italian Black slate hearth, side log store and top fascia. italian riven slate tiling 
effect behind the stove and almada agglomerate marble log store and hearth plinth

appliance featured:- Burley debdale woodburning stove



shown in Genuine absoluto Black Granite.

appliance featured:- Gazco riva 2 500

iconic
the look of a modern stove but with the ease of a 
modern gas log effect fire. 

shown in Genuine absoluto Black Granite, with 
prestigious asia Gold natural marble

appliance featured:- Gasco riva 2 800

evogue
a full floor to ceiling design incorporating a modern gas 
log effect fire, built in tV and downlight features. one you 
may see in a modern bar, club or hotel.



Giallo Veneziano
Granite is a very hard stone because it was formed millions 
of years ago as hot liquid stone. the molecules of Granite are 
not uniform and are not layered as in sedimentary rocks like 
limestone or slate.

Because granite is so hard, people often use granite for work-
tops where  the surface is required to be hard wearing such as 
in kitchens. 

Giallo Veneziano is a coarse-grained granite of an ochre-yellow 
to golden brown colour and is of norwegian origin.

Granite 
Worktops

Transform your kitchen and bathroom using natural granite 
surfaces, giving your home a sense of beauty and flair. 



absoluto
nero absoluto granite - (also known as Zimbabwe black and 
absolute black granite) has a black background with a very 
light scattering of dark grey flecks.  nero absoluto granite is 
considered to be one of the purest black granites.

star Galaxy
one of the most popular premium granites with its dense 
black background and light reflecting, bright gold colour 
specks. the gold specks are due to the presence of ferrous 
rich Bronzite. star Galaxy is of indian origin.

Granite & marble are ideally suited for bathrooms, cloak 
rooms and en-suites, adding a touch of class and value to 
your home.

image shows a floor to ceiling in star Galaxy inlaid borders of 
Civic White natural marble, Bath surround and vanity top in 
star Galaxy and Civic White marble flooring



Dimensions
NAturAl grANite SwAtCheS

Bianco sardo Ghiandone sardo rosa Porrinho Balmoral red

Baltic Brown impala Kashmir White Ubatuba

Honed absolutoabsoluto angola Black Giallo Veneziano

ivory Fantasy Juparana Colombo new Venezian Gold silver Galaxy

Blue Pearl Gt emerald Pearl delicatus titanium

please note…   all materials vary in colour and pattern. each individual piece is unique and can contain fossils, 
blemishes, pyrites and other inconsistencies. These form part of the characteristics of natural and engineered 
materials and should not be treated as faults.

all images in this brochure have been produced in good faith, to be as accurate as possible. However due to the 
limitations of the printing process all images should be treated as representative only.

Due to manufacturing processes, all measurements are approximate and may vary by an acceptable tolerance of plus 
or minus 5mm.
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ImpressIons collectIon a b c d e f G

belmore 1219mm 978mm 762mm
749mm - 
800mm

1118mm 203mm
25mm or 
102mm

cheltenham 48” 1219mm 965mm 781mm 794mm 1200mm 191mm 76mm

cheltenham 54” 1372mm 965mm 864mm 794mm 1270mm 191mm 76mm

harrInGton 1219mm 1003mm 813mm 800mm 1118mm 203mm 102mm

JulIette 1168mm 1003mm 711mm 711mm 1067mm 152mm
25mm or 

76mm

lanGley 1219mm 978mm 787mm 787mm 1092mm 203mm
25mm or 
102mm

leWIs 1219mm 978mm 813mm 787mm 1118mm 203mm
25mm or 

76mm

melrose 1219mm 978mm 787mm
762mm 
-813mm

1092mm 203mm
25mm or 
102mm

olIVIa 42” 1067mm 902mm 660mm 711mm 965mm 165mm 25mm

olIVIa 48” 1219mm 1010mm 743mm 819mm 1130mm 165mm 25mm

poppy 1067mm 914mm 711mm 711mm 991mm 159mm
25mm or 

76mm

VIctorIan reGency 48” 1219mm 1054mm 787mm 813mm 1143mm 203mm
25mm or 

76mm

VIctorIan reGency 54” 1372mm 1054mm 864mm 813mm 1219mm 203mm
25mm  or 

76mm

WIlloW 1219mm 914mm 813mm 711mm 1092mm 159mm
25mm or 
102mm

WIndsor 48” 1219mm 965mm 781mm 768mm 1200mm 191mm 76mm

WIndsor 54” 1372mm 965mm 864mm 768mm 1270mm 191mm 76mm

prestIGe collectIon a b c d e f G

arch marble 1473mm 1054mm 914mm 876mm 1270mm 203mm 57mm

aston 1422mm 1219mm 730mm 845mm 1335mm 184mm 76mm

aVensIs 1219mm 1003mm 806mm 838mm 1143mm 179mm 25mm

aylesbury 48” 1219mm 1048mm 720mm 819mm 1106mm 207mm 80mm

aylesbury 54” 1372mm 1048mm 876mm 819mm 1260mm 203mm 80mm

baron 1372mm 1016mm 914mm 838mm 1232mm 203mm 95mm

charIsma 1270mm 1114mm 832mm 832mm 1219mm 152mm 76mm

clarendon  picture 1: 
Tiered layer block shelf

1372mm 1156mm 825mm 914mm 1245mm 292mm 70mm

clarendon  picture 2:  
double shelf

1372mm 1031mm 825mm 914mm 1245mm 292mm 70mm

cleo 1219mm 1003mm 813mm 870mm 1143mm 179mm 25mm

prestIGe collectIon contd a b c d e f G

countess 1372mm 1054mm 864mm 864mm 1219mm 229mm 25mm

denVer 1372mm 1016mm 914mm 819mm 1232mm 203mm 114mm

duchess 1372mm 1016mm 914mm 838mm 1232mm 203mm 95mm

earl 1372mm 1092mm 737mm 800mm 1270mm 203mm 67mm

espero 1372mm 1035mm 787mm 752mm 1289mm 179mm 82mm

Johnson 1372mm 1105mm 890mm 914mm 1270mm 203mm
25mm or 
102mm

larGe corbel 1473mm 1130mm 914mm 914mm 1321mm 216mm 57mm

lIncoln 1372mm 1130mm 902mm 914mm 1270mm 222mm 83mm

manta 1168mm 1016mm 813mm 813mm 1168mm 127mm 57mm

matIZ 1168mm 940mm 749mm 730mm 1168mm 178mm 25mm

memphIs 1219mm 927mm 749mm 787mm 1118mm 152mm 57mm

mIra 1219mm 889mm 851mm 705mm 1137mm 190mm 25mm

mIraGe 1270mm 1010mm 825mm 800mm 1212mm 152mm 25mm

mystIque 1321mm 1067mm 902mm 787mm 1251mm 152mm 25mm

neWbury 48” 1219mm 1030mm 725mm 820mm 1105mm 203mm 83mm

neWbury 54” 1372mm 1030mm 860mm 820mm 1260mm 203mm 83mm

serenIty 1321mm 1035mm 883mm 781mm 1264mm 152mm 114mm

sutton 48” 1219mm 1060mm 730mm 800mm 1168mm 185mm 25mm

sutton 54” 1372mm 1060mm 890mm 800mm 1321mm 185mm 25mm

Verona 1372mm 1092mm 832mm 845mm 1232mm 203mm 105mm

WInchester 54” 1372mm 1207mm 680mm 889mm 1162mm 215mm 100mm

WInchester 60” 1524mm 1207mm 832mm 889mm 1391mm 215mm 100mm

sIGnature collectIon a b c d e f G

ImperIal 1372mm 1187mm 914mm 914mm 1257mm 205mm 89mm

maJestIc 1397mm 1187mm 914mm 921mm 1270mm 229mm 75mm

mayfaIr 1473mm 1130mm 886mm 889mm 1372mm 205mm 55mm

royale 1422mm 1181mm 914mm 914mm 1270mm 205mm 97mm



please note…

all materials vary in colour and pattern. each individual piece is unique and can contain fossils, 
blemishes, pyrites and other inconsistencies. these form part of the characteristics of natural and 
engineered materials and should not be treated as faults.

all images in this brochure have been produced in good faith, to be as accurate as possible. however 
due to the limitations of the printing process all images should be treated as representative only.

due to the manufacturing processes all measurements are approximate and may vary by an acceptable 
tolerance of plus or minus 5mm.

colin parker masonry ltd reserves the right to change product specification without prior notice.

all copyright, design and other intellectual property rights are the property of colin parker masonry 
ltd, therefore content from this brochure may not be reproduced without the express permission of 
colin parker masonry ltd.

many thanKs to:-

time out opened its doors to the public in may 2005. It was the 
brain child of shaun cross, whom had dreamed of opening an 
interior shop for many years. In doing so the shop has grown into 
a thriving business, selling furniture, pictures, lamps and all other 
aspects to make your home come to life.
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www.modecodesigns.com
tel: 0800 043 6306
fax :0808 280 2274

magma™ elegance 

a strikingly elegant fireplace made from beautiful 
natural stone and stainless steel that lavishes design 
appeal on any décor. Perfect for smaller, more 
compact spaces, both residential and commercial. the 
clean lines, hand crafted by our master craftsmen, 
frame the captivating flame and further add ambience 
and distinction to living areas. its unique flexibility and 
portability enable the elegance to be easily positioned 
in many different settings.the elegance includes the 
magma™ BioBox – an efficient 750ml burner that will 
take the chill off for up to 3 hours.

elegance is fuelled by clean-burning, environmentally 
friendly bioethanol and provides heating capacity of 

up to 3 Kw/H - equivalent to a standard gas, wood or electric fire.

includes the magma™ BioBox with a 750ml stainless steel tank and our unique shutter design to regulate the size of 
the flame.

enjoy up to 180 minutes burn time.

specifications:  Width: 370mm  Height: 60mm  length: 370mm

maGma™ terraCe

Versatile and portable the terrace creates a unique 
ambience in any living area.

sit back and enjoy the mesmerising flame in seconds.  
the terrace adds a touch of class and impressive heat 
performance. relocate with ease. With no need for a 
utility connection, terrace is fully portable and can be 
moved on a whim or left in a permanent location.

Creating a compelling focal point for any room has 
never been this easy.

Provides heating capacity of up to 3 Kw/H - equivalent 
to a standard gas, wood or electric fire, but with no 
energy loss through a flue, bioethanol fires are an 
efficient alternative to compliment modern living.

includes the magma™ BioBox with a 750ml stainless steel tank and our unique shutter design to regulate the size of 
the flame.

enjoy up to 180 minute burn time.

size: Width: 370mm  Height: 60mm  length: 370mm

modeco designs
magmaFire™ provides a real flame experience that you can start enjoying anywhere, immediately. select your 
carbon-neutral bioethanol fire in the hand crafted natural stone of your choice. Quality is at the heart of the range. 

magmaFire™ offers tabletop fires, portable free standing fires as well as the newly released Bio-lintel design which 
fits into a standard opening for that more traditional mantelpiece. Customisation comes as standard.

dot2dot design ltd     
email: khatch2@mac.com
mobile: 07770916097
Web: www.dot2dot.eu
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